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Abstract
This paper is a study of the structure and transport properties of Ru-doped
La1.85Sr0.15CuO4. It is found that Ru substitution for Cu has two effects. (1)
Ru doping introduces disorder into the system, which causes a metal–insulator
transition with high localization. (2) There is a hole-filling effect due to the
valence of the Ru ion being higher than that of the Cu ion. Increase of the
strontium content could compensate for the imbalance of valence caused by
doping with the high-valence Ru ion. A universal curve for Tc versus the
number of holes per Cu site is observed for the La2−ySryCu1−x Rux O4 system,
indicating that a rigid-band model holds and Tc correlates with features in the
density of states, such as a Van Hove singularity.

1. Introduction

The discovery of superconductivity in doped La2CuO4 (La214) by Bednorz and Müller [1]
has stimulated an enormous number of studies of these lamellar copper oxide materials. In
order to improve our understanding of high-temperature superconductivity, a careful study of
transport and the unusual normal-state (NS) properties of high-temperature superconductors
is required. Element doping at the Cu sites and non-Cu sites offers an important route towards
this goal. Much work has been done on substituting a great variety of metals for copper
in La1.85Sr0.15CuO4 (LSCO) [2–14]. According to previous studies, the superconducting
transition temperature (Tc) is found to depend on the crystallographic structure, carrier
concentration, and substitutional impurities on the Cu sites of these compounds. As we
know, conventional superconductors are very sensitive to magnetic element doping, while
cuprate superconductors seem not so sensitive to magnetic element doping at non-Cu sites as
conventional superconductors. For the substitution of elements for Cu in Cu–O sheets, both
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magnetic ion and non-magnetic ion doping can destroy the superconductivity with just a small
percentage dopant concentration. The La214 system is an ideal system in which to study the
effect of chemical substitution on superconductivity and NS properties, because studying this
system avoids concerns regarding any contribution to NS properties from charge reservoirs in
the non-superconductive intergrowth layers.

The superconductivity of hole-type cuprates had been confirmed to be of a d-wave
type [15], and antiferromagnetic interaction within the CuO2 plane has received more attention
than ever as a candidate origin for the superconductivity [16, 17]. Xiao et al [18] had
demonstrated that the suppression of superconductivity by elemental doping originated from
a magnetic pair-breaking effect. It was reported by Maeno et al that Sr2RuO4 becomes
superconducting at a very low temperature (Tc = 0.93 K) [19]. Recently much work had
been done on Sr2RuO4 [20–24]. Both La2−ySryCuO4 and Sr2RuO4 adopt the K2NiF4-type
structure. However, the superconductivity of Sr2RuO4 was proved to be p-wave symmetrical
and induced by ferromagnetic spin fluctuations [25–27]. Additionally, Ru4+ (like Ru5+) is a
typical magnetic ion and it also shows great solubility in the La214 system [28]. So we focused
our attention on the system La2−ySryCu1−x Rux O4, which may be considered as a combination
of these two known superconductors. Recent x-ray absorption near-edge-structure (XANES)
measurements revealed formal oxidation states between +4 and +5, instead of +6, for the
ruthenium ions, whereas the oxidation state of the Cu ions remained +2 [14]. The doping with
high-valence ruthenium ions causes imbalance of the valence in this system. We synthesized
double-doped samples of La2−ySryCu1−x Rux O4. In these samples, Ru ions directly replace
Cu sites on the CuO2 plane, inducing extra electrons in the conducting layer [11]. We increased
the content of Sr2+ ions substituting for La3+ to provide carriers of holes, and studied the effect
of carrier concentration on superconductivity in this way.

2. Experimental details

Samples of La2−ySryCu1−x Rux O4 were prepared by conventional solid-state reaction.
Appropriate amounts of La2O3, SrCO3, CuO, and RuO2 were ground in an agate mortar.
The mixtures were reacted in alumina crucibles at 850 ◦C for 24 h. The loose mixture powder
was reground and pressed into pellets. After that these pellets were sintered at 1150 ◦C for
48 h with one intermediate grinding and pelletizing.

Powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were carried out with a Rigaku D/max-
γ A x-ray diffractometer with graphite-monochromatized Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å).
Resistivity measurements were performed by the standard four-probe method in the
temperature range from room temperature down to 4.2 K. The lattice parameters were
established by the Rietveld method using GSAS.

3. Results and discussion

Figures 1 and 2 show the XRD patterns for the samples of La1.85Sr0.15Cu1−x Rux O4 with
x = 0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, and 0.1, and of La1.85−2x Sr0.15+2x Cu1−x RuxO4 with x = 0 and
0.1. All powder XRD patterns shown in figures 1 and 2 indicate that all samples were
single phase. They can be indexed with a tetragonal lattice. The lattice parameters were
obtained by fitting the data from the XRD patterns using the Rietveld method. Figure 3
shows the variation of the lattice parameters a, c and the ratio c/a with x for the samples
of La1.85Sr0.15Cu1−x RuxO4 and La1.85−2x Sr0.15+2x Cu1−x Rux O4. It is apparent that the lattice
parameter a increases continuously with increase of x , while the parameter c and the ratio
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Figure 1. Typical XRD patterns of samples of La1.85Sr0.15Cu1−x Rux O4 (x = 0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05,
0.1).
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Figure 2. Typical XRD patterns of samples of La1.85−2x Sr0.15+2x Cu1−x Rux O4 (x = 0, 0.1).

c/a monotonically decrease with x . The change of the lattice parameters for the samples
La1.85Sr0.15Cu1−x Rux O4 with increase of the ruthenium content x should arise from four
aspects, mainly. The first one is the different electronic states of the Ru4+ and Cu2+. We know
that Ru4+ is a 4d4 system, which possesses a low-spin 3T1g ground state in an octahedral oxygen
coordination, from magnetic measurements. The resulting Jahn–Teller activity is strongly
reduced by spin–orbit coupling which leads to a non-degenerate ground state (J = 0) [29].
On the other hand, Cu2+, as a 3d9 system (2Eg ground state), shows a strong Jahn–Teller effect.
So the change of parameters should partly arise from the contribution from the replacement of
an ion with high Jahn–Teller activity by an ion with low Jahn–Teller activity. The ratio c/a is
used to characterize the Jahn–Teller distortion of the CuO6 octahedra. In such conditions, the
Cu/Ru–O octahedron was reduced along the c-axis and elongated along the a-axis. Therefore,
the ratio c/a decreases. The second aspect is, directly, the different ions radii of Ru4+ and
Cu2+. The radius of Ru4+ with sixfold oxygen coordination is 0.76 Å, which is smaller than
0.91 Å, the radius of Cu2+ [30]. This induces decreases of the parameters a and c. The third
aspect is the different Madelung potentials of Ru and Cu ions. Their Madelung energy can be
given by the following formula [31]:

µM = − NαZ+ Z−e2

4πε0 R0
(1)

where N is the number of positive and negative ion pairs, Z+ and Z− is the charge of positive
or negative ions respectively, α is the Madelung constant and relates to the structure of the
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Figure 3. The lattice parameters a and c and the ratio of c/a as a function of Ru content x for
La1.85Sr0.15Cu1−x Rux O4 (�) and La1.85−2x Sr0.15+2x Cu1−x Rux O4 (0 � x � 0.1) (◦).

lattice. The minus sign in front of the formula indicates that the Madelung energy is a kind of
attraction energy. The Ru ions are expected to attract the neighbouring oxygens ions, causing
a contraction of the CuO6 octahedron. Since the apical O(2)s are much more weakly bound
than the O(1)s in the Cu–O plane, the effect of contraction on O(2) will be much stronger. It
leads to a decrease in the parameter c (and in c/a) much larger that than in the parameter a.
The last aspect is the addition of electrons into antibonding orbitals caused by Ru doping. This
causes the in-plane Cu–O bond to expand [32, 33], as observed. As can be seen from the above
discussion, the decrease of the parameter c (and c/a) and the increase in a are cooperative
effects with four causes. Decrease in Jahn–Teller activity and the expansion of in-plane Cu–O
bonds due to the addition of electrons into antibonding orbitals caused by Ru doping leads
to an increase in parameter a, whereas the decrease of the ion radius and stronger Madelung
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Figure 4. The temperature dependence of the resistivity for samples of La1.85Sr0.15Cu1−x Rux O4
(x = 0, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.025, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1).

potentials of Ru ions cause it to decrease. Because the effect of the former is larger than that of
the latter, the total effect of Ru doping makes the parameter a increase. The change of lattice
parameters provides evidence that Cu ions were replaced by Ru ions. On the other hand, for
the Ru214 phase, it is most likely that Ru ions were substituted for Cu.

As can be seen in figure 3, the parameter a decreases with increase in strontium content
at the same ruthenium content, and the parameter c increases. With increase of the strontium
content, the hole carrier concentration in CuO2 planes increases, which leads to a significant
reduction of the Cu–O(1) bond length [32, 33]. This causes decrease of the parameter a.
The parameter c is mainly affected by the strontium ion radius. The radius of Sr2+ is 1.40 Å,
which is larger than 1.30 Å, the radius of La3+ [30]. As discussed above, the difference in
Madelung potentials of Sr2+ and La3+ also contributes to the c-axis expansion in the LSCO
system; while hole doping via Sr substitution for La into x2 − y2 orbitals causes enhancement
of the Jahn–Teller distortion of the CuO6 octahedra. These effects lead to a decrease in a and
an increase in c.

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the resistivity for La1.85Sr0.15Cu1−x RuxO4

between 4.2 and 300 K. With increase of the ruthenium content, Tc is suppressed rapidly. For
x = 0.025, the zero resistivity is not obtained at temperatures down to 4.2 K. With further
increasing ruthenium content, the upturn of the resistivity at low temperature becomes more
obvious, indicating a localization effect due to doped ruthenium ions on the two-dimensional
CuO2 plane. At a higher doping level, ruthenium doping induces a metal–insulator (MI)
transition.

Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of the resistivity for La2−ySryCu0.99Ru0.01O4

between 4.2 and 300 K. As displayed in figure 5, with increase of the strontium content, the
upturn of the resistivity at low temperature is suppressed and the temperature dependence
becomes linear. The maximum Tc is obtained in the sample when the strontium content
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Figure 5. The temperature dependence of the resistivity for samples of La2−ySryCu0.99Ru0.01O4.

y = 0.17. These phenomena can be explained by carrier concentration compensation. It is
indicated that Ru doping reduces the number of holes and leads to a hole-filling effect due to
doping with high-valence ions, while, the increase in strontium content provided carriers of
holes, compensating for the decrease in the number of carriers which is caused by the doping
with Ru.

Figure 6(a) shows the Sr content dependence of Tc for La2−ySryCu1−x RuxO4 (x = 0.01,
0.02, 0.03). In La2−ySryCuO4, the sample is optimally doped with y = 0.15. As can be seen
in figure 6(a), the strontium content where the maximum Tc is observed shifts to higher levels
in the Ru-doped LSCO system, that is: y = 0.17 for x = 0.01; y = 0.20 for x = 0.02;
and y = 0.24 for x = 0.03. These results indicate that Cu ions were replaced with Ru with
higher ion valence, with a consequent reduction of the carrier concentration in the system.
However, the reduced carrier concentration can be compensated by Sr doping. To test whether
the rigid-band model holds or not in this case, we plotted renormalized Tc/Tc,max versus the
number of holes per Cu site, as shown in figure 6(b). It is well known that the formal oxidation
states of Ru ions are between +4 and +5 [14]. The ion valence of Ru is considered to be
4.5, which is inferred from the XANES results [28]. In the LSCO system, the interstitial
oxygen (δ) also contributes to the carrier concentration. However, δ can be considered to
be approximately zero for y � 2x + 0.4 [28]. In figure 6(b), it is observed that the optimal
Tc-peaks occur at approximately x = 0.15. A universal curve shows ‘peaking’ of Tc for the
system doped with both Sr and Ru. This observed peak suggests that a rigid-band model
holds for La2−ySryCu1−x Rux O4 (x = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03), and both Ru and Sr doping shift the
chemical potential through strong features in the densities of states (DOSs). This indicates
that Tc correlates with features in the DOS(E), such as a Van Hove singularity. Therefore, it
is expected that the optimal Tc should occur for a given hole/Cu doping x as the Fermi level is
tuned through a singularity.
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Figure 6. (a) The Sr content dependence of Tc for La2−ySryCu1−x Rux O4 (x = 0.01, 0.02,
0.03); (b) the renormalized Tc (Tc/Tc,max ) as a function of the number of holes per Cu site for
La2−ySryCu1−x Rux O4 (x = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03).

Table 1. Tc for La1.85Sr0.15Cu1−x Rux O4 (Tc(1)) and La2−ySryCu1−x Rux O4 (Tc(2)).

x Tc(1) (K) Tc(2) (K)

0.00 ∼35 ∼35
0.01 20.5 31.2 (y = 0.17)
0.02 10.8 15.6 (y = 0.2)
0.03 (Tc(onset)) 10.75 16.1 (y = 0.24)

In table 1, the dependences on the Ru content x of Tc for La1.85Sr0.15Cu1−x Rux O4 and
La2−ySryCu1−x Rux O4 are shown. For x = 0.03, the resistance of the samples cannot decrease
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to zero at 4.2 K; we use the onset temperature as the superconducting transition temperature.
As can be seen in table 1, the strontium content corresponding to the maximum Tc shifts to a
higher value: from 0.17 to 0.24 with increasing Ru doping. Superconductivity can be partly
recovered by increasing the Sr content, but cannot recovered completely, especially for Ru
doping at high levels. This suggests that Ru doping seems to have two effects on Tc: the first
one is the decrease of the carrier concentration; and the second one is the effect of the Ru ion
impurity doping into the Cu–O sheet. The decrease in Tc due to the first effect can be recovered
by hole carrier compensation. With increase of x , the effect of the carrier concentration on the
superconductivity becomes weak. Sr doping can almost recover the original Tc at x = 0.01.
When x � 0.02, this cannot work. The effect of Ru ion doping on the superconductivity is
dominated by the effect of chemical and magnetic disorder rather than the decrease of the carrier
concentration. The decrease of Tc due to the destruction of the integrity of the superconducting
CuO2 plane caused by doping with Ru ions cannot be redeemed by hole carrier compensation.
Doping of Ru at the Cu site introduces chemical disorder and a local magnetic moment into
the CuO2 plane. It destroys the periodic potential field and the antiferromagnetic interaction
within the CuO2 plane. Another pair-breaking mechanism that plays an important role in the
suppression of the superconductivity occurs by spin-flip processes of scattering between the
Cooper pairs and the magnetic atoms [34]. These processes are characterized by total spin
conservation in the scattering event, so the spin of the Ru atom must flip when the Cooper
pair is broken. So spin-flip scattering processes play a dominant role in the suppression of
superconductivity in our case. The decreasing of Tc caused by the above factors cannot be
redeemed by hole carrier compensation.

Ru doping of CuO2 induces destruction of the integrity of the CuO2 planes and the MI
transition, as can be seen in figure 4. Similar behaviour of the hole localization has also been
observed in Fe- and Ga-doped La214 systems [35]. It is known that the CuO2 sheet of high-
Tc superconductors is a conducting plane. The doping of impurity at the Cu site introduces
disorder and a local magnetic moment into the CuO2 plane. The observed MI transition in
Ru-doped samples may originate from localization in CuO2 planes induced by Ru ion doping.
In figure 4, the superconductivity of the samples is suppressed when x � 0.025. The samples
all show a MI transition when x � 0.05. The MI transition temperature increases with increase
of x .

Figure 7 shows the ρ(T ) behaviour for samples of La1.85Sr0.15Cu1−x RuxO4 (x = 0.05
and 0.1). The inset shows the T −1/3- and T −1/4-dependences of ln ρ(T ) below 100 K. The
behaviour could be represented by a stretched power law T -dependence:

ρ(T ) = ρ0 exp{(T0/T )β} (2)

characteristic of a Mott variable-range hopping (VRH) mechanism [8]. Here, the value of
β depends on both the dimension of the system and the behaviour of the DOS at the Fermi
level. The value of β is predicted to be 1/4 and 1/3 for Mott 3D and 2D VRH conduction,
respectively [36]. The presence of an interatomic Coulomb interaction, which depletes the
DOS at the Fermi level, could lead to a Coulomb gap when the interaction is sufficiently
strong [37]. This leads to the value β = 1/2. Moreover, β is known to change from 1/2 to
1/4 as the carrier concentration is increased [37–40], as has been documented from resistivity
studies on the Bi2Sr2Ca1−x Yx Cu2O8 system by Quitmann et al [40] We use equation (1) to fit
the measured resistivity data, and find that for the x = 0.05 sample, data taken below 100 K are
in better agreement with β = 1/3 than with 1/4 or 1/2. Comparison shows that the x = 0.1
sample is better fitted with β = 1/4. From these analyses, it is found that for the samples of
La1.85Sr0.15Cu1−x Rux O4 with high doping levels the conducting mechanism changes from a
2D VRH mechanism to a 3D VRH mechanism.
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We can calculate an estimated value of the localization length (α−1) from the T0-values
for samples of La1.85Sr0.15Cu1−x Rux O4 when x = 0.05. It can be obtained using the VRH
relation [36, 42]

α−1 ≈ [kBT0 N(EF )/16]−1/3 (3)

where N(EF ) is the DOS at the Fermi level and kB is the Boltzmann constant. Using
the measured values of the DOS reported for the x = 0.05 composition, which lie in the
range 2–13 states eV−1/cell [43, 44], and the T0-values of 502 and 2447 K obtained for the
x = 0.05 and 0.1 samples, respectively, we estimate localization length values α−1 in the
range 3.1 < α−1 < 5.7 (lattice parameters) and 1.8 < α−1 < 3.3 (lattice parameters) for the
x = 0.05 and 0.1 samples, respectively. The observed decrease in localization length (α−1)
with Ru substitution implies strong localization effects due to disorder.
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4. Conclusions

The structure and transport properties of the Ru-doped LSCO system have been investigated
by means of XRD and resistivity. The structure analysis implied that Cu ions are replaced
by Ru ions. The effect of Ru doping has two components: one is hole carrier concentrations
reducing due to the higher-valence ions; the other is the localization effect due to the Ru
present as an impurity. Carrier concentration compensation via increasing Sr content leads to
an increase of Tc. The rigid-band model holds for our system. It suggests that Tc correlates
with the features of the DOS. For highly Ru-doped samples, the effect of the Ru doping on
the superconductivity is dominated by disorder and destruction of CuO2 plane integrity. The
resistivity measurements show that Ru doping introduces a MI transition and this MI transition
can be interpreted in terms of Anderson’s two-dimensional localization. For the samples of
La1.85Sr0.15Cu1−x Rux O4, when x changes from 0.05 to 0.1, the conducting mechanism changes
from a 2D VRH mechanism to a 3D VRH mechanism.
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